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The astonishing, masterful conclusion to the Inheritance Cycle, perfect for fans of Lord of the
Rings! The New York Times bestselling series has sold over 40 million copies and is an
international fantasy sensation. "Christopher Paolini is a true rarity." —The Washington PostNot
so very long ago, Eragon—Shadeslayer, Dragon Rider—was nothing more than a poor farm boy,
and his dragon, Saphira, only a blue stone in the forest. Now the fate of an entire civilization
rests on their shoulders.Long months of training and battle have brought victories and hope, but
they have also brought heartbreaking loss. And still, the real battle lies ahead: they must defeat
Galbatorix. There will be no second chances. The Rider and his dragon have come further than
anyone dared to hope. But can they topple the evil king and restore justice to Alagaësia? And if
so, at what cost?And don’t miss the most recent book set in Eragon's world, The Fork, the
Witch, and the Worm: Tales from Alagaësia!

Praise for The Inheritance Cycle:A #1 New York Times BestsellerA #1 Publishers Weekly
BestsellerA #1 USA Today BestsellerA Wall Street Journal Bestseller"An authentic work of great
talent." –New York Times Book Review“The new ‘It’ book of children’s lit.” –U.S. News & World
Report"Paolini is a spellbinding fantasy writer." –The Boston Globe"A breathtaking and unheard
of success." –USA Today“Christopher Paolini make[s] literary magic.” –People“Unusual,
powerful, fresh, and fluid.” –Booklist, Starred“Will appeal to legions of readers who have been
captivated by the Lord of the Rings trilogy.” –School Library JournalAbout the AuthorChristopher
Paolini's abiding love of fantasy inspired him to write the Inheritance Cycle, which quickly
became an internationally bestselling series. He began the first draft of the introductory book in
the series, Eragon, at age fifteen. Christopher draws inspiration for the world of Eragon and his
dragon, Saphira, from the natural beauty that surrounds his home in Montana: the tumultuous
weather, the roaring Yellowstone River, and the soaring Beartooth Mountains. Find out more
about Christopher and the Inheritance Cycle at paolini.net.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission.
All rights reserved.The sound was stabbing, slicing, shivering, like metal scraping against stone.
Eragon's teeth vibrated in sympathy, and he covered his ears with his hands, grimacing as he
twisted around, trying to locate the source of the noise. Saphira tossed her head, and even
through the din, he heard her whine in distress.Eragon swept his gaze over the courtyard twice
before he noticed a faint puff of dust rising up the wall of the keep from a foot-wide crack that
had appeared beneath the blackened, partially destroyed window where Blödhgarm had killed
the magician. As the squeal increased in intensity, Eragon risked lifting a hand off one ear to
point at the crack."Look!" he shouted to Arya, who nodded in acknowledgment. He replaced his
hand over his ear.Without warning or preamble, the sound stopped.Eragon waited for a moment,
then slowly lowered his hands, for once wishing that his hearing was not quite so sensitive.Just



as he did, the crack jerked open wider--spreading until it was several feet across--and raced
down the wall of the keep. Like a bolt of lightning, the crack struck and shattered the keystone
above the door to the building, showering the floor below with pebble-sized rocks. The whole
castle groaned, and from the damaged window to the broken keystone, the front of the keep
began to lean outward."Run!" Eragon shouted at the Varden, though the men were already
scattering to either side of the courtyard, desperate to get out from under the precarious wall.
Eragon took a single step forward, every muscle in his body tense as he searched for a glimpse
of Roran somewhere in the throng of warriors.At last Eragon spotted him, trapped behind the
last group of men by the doorway, bellowing madly at them, his words lost in the commotion.
Then the wall shifted and dropped several inches, leaning even farther away from the rest of the
building, pelting Roran with rocks, knocking him off balance and forcing him to stumble
backward under the overhang of the doorway.As Roran straightened from a crouch, his eyes met
Eragon's, and in his gaze, Eragon saw a flash of fear and helplessness, quickly followed by
resignation, as if Roran knew that, no matter how fast he ran, he could not possibly reach safety
in time.A wry smile touched Roran's lips.And the wall fell.Text © 2011 by Christopher
Paolini.Read more
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Jim Hamilton, “amazing book. it was an amazing book that drew you into the story. my kid loved
it”

John L, “Great book(s)!. Mr. Paolini created an incredible story. I devoured the series as fast as I
could turn pages, simultaneously not wanting the books to end. I loved the characters and the
world, all developed so comprehensively, and the manner with which the fourth book wraps up
most everything. Thank you!”

Austin Witte, “No damage. Love this book first of all. Its a high level read but paolini is a master
with a paintbrush when it comes to imagery no damages no tears and nothing wrong with the
book was pleased with the condition”

john walsh, “I haven’t been so invested in a series for years... if ever. I’ve not a clue why or how,
the premise of the story is simple, the spin on magic is fresh, but there is just something to the
characters that is so close to home, the way they ware written and how I can identify with them-
that this series has me linger to finish as I didn’t want to say goodbye to this world or it’s
inhabitants.I’m unashamed to say that at the end of inheritance, I was gut-wrenched with such a
profound sense of melancholy that I re-read the last few chapters in tears before accepting that it
was time to let go, and to put the book down and behind me. Which so happen to be one of the
main themes in this book and series as a whole.I’m at a sense of loss, having finished- I’m
unsure what to do with my time- as moving to another book series seems lacklustre now- it is as
if I have just lost something very dear to me and am struggling to let it goSuch are the powers of
words.”

JenniferT, “A beautiful ending. I feel a bit heart broken that this series is finished. It's been a real
winner for me throughout. Sometimes the length of the books is quite daunting and it's easy to
procrastinate between chapters but this final installment, despite its 850 pages was a wonderful
ending. I must admit I was expecting a bit more dramatics in the final battle but I liked that we got
a really well rounded ending on top. I'll miss this series and perhaps revisit it again at a later
date.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Why i love and hate inheritance (some spoilers ahead). Inheritance was
a very thourough book from start to finish with twists and turns interwoven throughout.
Unfortunately in my opinion it was a bit too thorough with lengthy tedious descriptions of minor
details that I kept expecting to reappear for some reason or another.However, I simply loved the
whole series with its engrossing and thrilling plot. Paolini very cleverly used the two storylines of
Roran and Eragon to build up the suspense throughout the book.However, the overall ending to
the book especially afte Uru' baen was a little dissapointing and although many loose ends were



tied many were also left hanging this was disappointing as there are no more books in the
series.In conlcusion, it was a wonderful read and a marvelous end to the series, hoever due to
its few shortcomings I am only able to rate this book 4.5 stars (I know the rating sais 4 but I didn't
know how to change it to 4.5).”

The book by Christopher Paolini has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 9,592 people have provided
feedback.
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